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1. Introduction 
In most advanced countries. equity markets hold the central position in their financial 
systems. The function of the stock markets is to allocate resources well. In the procεss of 
allocating capital from investors to corporations. stock prices play a crucial role as signals 
conveying information about profitability of investment. If price formation were inefficient in the 
stock markets. financial resources would not be al!ocated effectively. Therefore. research on 
pricing efficiency in markets is essential to attain optimal allocation of capital resources.11 
1) Market efficiency can be considered from three perspectives: allocational. pricing and operational viewpoints 
Allocational e任iciencyrequires both pricing and operational efficiency. If either of pricing or operational e釘IClencylS 
not satisfied. allocational efficiency cannot be attained. and thus. financial resources are misallocated. Virtually al 
testing of the EMH has been based on testing for pricing efficiency. Operational efficiency is administered efficiency. 
which means that buyers and sellers of securities can purchase transaction services at prices that are as low as 
possible given the costs associated with having these services provided. See Samuels. Wilkes and Brayshaw (199). 
p.l89. 
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Moreover， itis important for financial manag酔er目stωo kI王{J1冶owwhether the ma訂rk王et is ef汀伍f白ici沿ε叩ntin pricing 
because t白hεmves託toαr、bεeli怜efabout the dεgre配e0ぱfeffi伍ciencywil determine whether behaviors of 
investment management are active or passive. Accordingly， pricing efficiency is often called ・fair
game' efficiency or informational e伍ciency.
The purpose of this essay is to consider market efficiency on the basis of the random walk 
hypothesis. This paper is organized as follows. 1n Section 2， the concept of an efficient market and 
the assumptions underlying it are explained. Then， the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is 
introduced and fair game and martingale conditions are definεd for testing weak-form market 
e伍ciency.1n Section 3， testing problems of the random walk hypothesis are examined. 1n Section 
4， some empirical tests and their results are investigated. Finally， we make some comments on the 
relationship of the EMH and contemporary stock markets. 
2. Informational E旺icientMarkets 
2.1. What is an Efficient Market? 
An efficient market is a market in which the market price is an unbiased 2) estimate of the 
fundamental (intrinsic or equilibrium) value of the stock. which is determined by taking account of 
al relevant information， at al the times.3) It is known that actual stock prices do on occasions 
deviate from their intrinsic values. The price on any particular day is determined by supply and 
demand on that day and supply and demand on a day can in turn depend on investors who take 
into account their available information in investment decisions. Thus， the intrinsic value may not 
explain the share price on a particular day in the market. but it shows the direction in which the 
share price wil move over time. Figure 1 portrays a scenario about how the market price of a 
stock might vary around its intrinsic value. The intrinsic value of the stock changes at times t and 
t + 1， which is indicated by a dotted line. The market price would fluctuate closely around its 
intrinsic value in an efficient market 
The idea of an efficient market is implicitly supposed by a set of assumptions.4) The first 
2) The word ・unbiased'means that the market prices can be greater than or less than true value. as long as these 
deviations are random; that is. there is an equal chance that stocks are under or overvalued at any point in time. See 
Damodaran (1997). p. 420. 
3) The preposition of an efficient market is decomposed into two issues: How can we assess the fundamental value of 
the stock. and what information does the market use in valuing it? There are two main approaches for quantifying 
fundamental values although no single generaIIy accepted model exists: the first is to use a discounted dividend model 
and the second is to apply a risk and return model such as the capital asset pricing model and the arbitrage pricing 
theory. Here we wiI only disCllSS on the latter issue: informational efficiency in the markets 
4) See ReiIIy and Brawn (2000). p. 213 
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assumption is that there are large numbers of competing profit田maximizinginvestors who analyze 
and value stocks， each independently of the others. The second assumption is that the competing 
investors attempt to adjust share prices quickly to reflect the effect of new information since the 
many profit-maximizing investors compete against one another. The third assumption is that new 
information about stocks comes randomly to the market. and the timing of one announcement is 
generally independent of others. The combined effect of these assumptions implies that one would 
expect price changes to be independent and random.5) 
The first and second assumptions about the investors' behavior imply rational expectations; 
that is， the expectations embodied in the expected stock returns are formed on the basis of al 
available information. When the expectations manifested in the expected rate of returns 
accurately reflects available information about future returns， an investment' s required rate of 
return equals its expected rate of return. In such a situation the stock is in equilibrium and its 
price equals its intrinsic value立theexpectations did not accurately reflect available information， 
the required rate of return would not equal its expected rate of return. The stock is said to be 
overpriced when the investment' s required rate of return exceeds its expected rate of return， 
while it is said to be underpriced when the required rate of return is less than the expected rate 
of return. In such situations， investors would seH overpriced stocks， driving their prices down and 
5) This random walk hypothesis is asociated with the weak form test of eficient markets 
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their expected rate of return up. By contrast， the investors would buy underpriced stocks. driving 
their prices up and their expected rate of return down. Provided that there are enough well 
informed investors who pay attention to the available relevant information and act on it， prices can 
never be too far from the intrinsic values. Therefore. in an efficient market the actual share price 
must be close to its intrinsic price through buying and selling of shares by these informed 
investors as shown in Figure 1. This is the rational expectations on share price determination. 
2.2. The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
1n stock markets. any market price of one stock is the price at which the stock demanded 
(bought) equals the stock supplied (sold) at that time. therefore. a market price might be 
considered representing a consensus of market opinion. The consensus is form巴don the basis of 
market participants' expectations. Their expectations depend on what they know. that is. their 
available information about assessing the fundamental value of the stock precisely. Therefore. 
market e伍ciencycan also be defined from an informational perspective. 
Fama (1970) defined a market in which prices always “fuly reflect" available information as an 
巴百icientmarket. Such a market is referred to as an informationally efficient market. The term 
“fully reflect" means that al the information in some information set φis fully utilized in 
determining fundamental (or equilibrium) prices on stocks. 
To make the ε伍cientmarket hypothesis (EMH) more precise and testable. the process of price 
formation must be specified. Denote by Pt the price of a stock at time t.
6
) The rate of return on 






The current stock price is based on the previous stock price plus the current rate of return. By 
lagging equation (2-2) and employing the expected value operator. E. we obtain 
(2-3) E ( Pt + 1 ) = [ 1 + E ( R t什)] Pt 
Equation (2-3) says that the value of the expected stock price in the ensuing period is based on the 
6) For simplicity. it is assumed that this stock pays no dividends 
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current stock price plus the expected return for the ensuing period. 
Formally， Fama' s (1970) definition of the EMH can be described as follows: 
(2-4) E ( 1';-1 [φ，)=[l+E(R，+l)[φ，J P， 
where <P， is a general symbol for whatever set of information is assumed to be “fully reflected" in 
the price at t ， and the tildes on P， + 1 and R， + 1 indicate that P， + J and R， + 1 are random variables at 
t. This conditional expectation notation of equation (2-4) means that the information in φ， is fully 
utilized in determining equilibrium expected returns whatever model of evaluating fundamental 
values of stocks is assumed to apply. 
2.3. Fair Game and Martingale 
Generally speaking， the theory of efficient capital markets is just the model of competitive 
equilibrium applied to stock markets. In the competitive equilibrium model， prices adjust so that 
they balance supply and demand. The market price at which demand equals supply is called the 
equilibrium price. Any equilibrium price system implies satisfying the no-arbitrage condition. 
Conversely， satisfaction of the no-arbitrage condition implies the existence of a consistent 
equilibrium price system. Hence， the absence of arbitrage opportunities is essentially equivalent to 
the concept of market efficiency， specifically pricing e伍ciency.
The stock market is a rair game' if it is pricing efficient‘Fair game' means that there is no 
way to use a set of information，φ， available to investors at a time t to earn a return above normal. 
An investor might earn excess returns on occasion but no investor can expect to consistently beat 
the market over time. The model underlying this fair game is the martingale model. 
A martingale is a property prescribed with respect to thεexpected value of a stochastic process 
P， and defined as follows.7) If P， has the property 
(2-5) E ( P， + 1 [ <P， ) = P， 
P， is a martingale with respect to a sequence of information setφf・IfP， is a martingale， the best 
forecast of P， + 1 that could be constructed on current information φ， would just equal P，. Equation 
(2-5) can be modified as a definition of excess market value for the stock， X'.l since it is the 
difference between the actual price and the expected price estimated at t on the basis of the 
7) The French word ・marlingale'stems fro11 lhe name of a city in Provence， Martigues. whose inhabitants were 
famed for a betIng strategy that consIsts of doubling the stakes after each los. The meaning of martingale is 
ironicaly close to that of arbitrage in English. See LeRoy (1989)， p. 1588 
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information set <T，. 
(2-6) X， + 1 = P， + 1 -E ( P， + 1 1φ， ) 
1n an e伍cientmarket. 
(2-η E ( X， + 1 1 <T， ) = 0 
Equation (2-7) says that the market reflects a‘fair game' with respect to the information set φ，. 
Therefore， P， is a martingale if and only if P， + 1 -P， is a fair game. Similarly， we can define the 
excess return， Z， + 1because it is the di宜'erencebetween the actual return and the expected return. 
(2-8) Z， +1二 R'+I-E(R'+IIφ，) ， 
then 
(2-9) E (Z什 I1φ，)= O. 
The sequence Z， is also a‘fair game' with respect to the information setφ，. The fair game model 
states that excess return (actual return over巴xpectedreturn between time t and time t + 1 based 
on <T，) should be zero. 
To sum up， in a completely efficient market the market price of stock equals its equilibrium 
price in the sense that participants cannot make profit from trading based on their available 
information. This means that there is no method of analysis such as fundamental or technical 
analysis that wil permit abnormal profits over and above the expected reward to taking risk in 
order to consistently beat the market over time. That is， there is no profitable arbitrage 
opportunity. Therefore， whether the market is e伍cientis closely related to both what price is an 
equilibrium price and what information the market uses in assessing the intrinsic value. 
2.4. Three Versions of the EMH 
Fama (1970) distinguished three versions of the EMH depending on the specification of the 
information set φ，: weak-form e伍cient.semi-strong form efficient and strong-form efficient. 8) 
Capital markets are weak-form efficient if <T， is just historical prices. Capital markets are semi-
strong form efficient if <T， is broadened to include al publicly available information. And， capital 
8) Fama (1970. p. 383) credited the original distinction of market efficiency to Harry Roberts 
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markets are strong-form efficient ifφI is extended to al information， both public and private. 
Since the information set of past prices is a subset of the information set of publicly available 
information， which in turn is a subset of al information， strong-form e伍ciencyimplies semi-strong-
form efficiency， which in turn implies weak-form e伍ciency.
Accordingly， the work on testing di妊erentversions of market e妊iciencyis also divided into 
three categories. That is to say， weak-form tests (How well do past returns predict future 
returns?)， semi-strong form tests (How quickly do stock prices reflect al1 publicly available 
information?) and strong-form tests (Do any investors have monopolistic access to private 
information that is not fully reflected in market prices?). 
Fama (1991. pp. 1576-1577) has revised the above three categories of testing market efficiency. 
First. weak-form tests， which examine the forecast power of past returns， are modified to tests for 
return predictability， which broaden forecasting returns including variables like dividend yields 
and interest rates. The analyses of return predictability are concerned with equilibrium expected 
returns and abnormal returns. Secondly， semi-strong form tests， which are concerned with the 
adjustment of stock prices to announcements of public information， are retitled as "event studies." 
Thirdly， strong-form tests， which examine information available only to specific investors， are 
changed to the more explanatory title， tests for private information. 1n brief， the major 
modi五cationis on the previous first category - weak-form tests. The new version of first category 
tests for return predictability - now is extended to some of the areas of semi-strong form tests. 
The third category is only changed in title. Consequently， the new second category -event 
studies一 hasbeen narrowed in scope. 
3. Random Walk Hypothesis 
3.1. Weak Form Efficiency 
Weak form tests of market efficiency deal with any information that may be implied in past 
price changes. If the market is weak form efficient al information in past price changes is fuly 
reflected in the current price. So there is no tendency for subsequent increases and decreases in 
the price and subsequent price changes must be caused by new information. As we can' t predict 
new information in advance， the resulting price changes are random. The te口n“random"means 
that it is impossible to predict tomorrow' s price change on the basis of today' s price change. 
Consequently， ifmarkets are efficient. the technical analysis of past price patterns to predict the 
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future is worthless because any information from such an analysis is already incorporated in 
current market prices. 
The wεak form version of the EMH assumes that current market prices reflect al historical 
prices. The empirical formation of the weak form e伍ciencyis: 
(3-1) E(P'+llp"P'-I'…) 
Since it would be unreasonable to expect economic agents to invest their wealth without an 
anticipation of a positive return: 
(3-2) E ( R， + 1 Iφ， )注 O
which argues that the expected return on the stock in period t + 1 subject to the information set 
available in period t isgreater than or equal to zero. Taken together equation (2-3) and (3-2) form 
(3-3) E ( P， + 1 I <1>， )三 P，
which describes the assumption that investors will not purchase stocks whose prices are 
anticipated to fal， which is called a submartingale.9) Equation (3-3) does not deny the possibility of 
actual negative returns， that is， the possibility that realized returns wil be different from expected 
returns. 
Weak form efficiency implies that it is impossible to make economic profits by trading on al 
historical prices on the stock， P， . P，ーぃ….Accordingly， the tests of whether markets are weak 
form efficient are carried out in light of the martingale and fair game models. 
(2る) E ( P， + 1 I <1>，)= P， 
When φ， contains al historical prices 
(3-4) E ( P， + 1 I P" P，一l'P'-2'…)= P， 
where <1>， = P，・P'-l'P'-2' P'-3'…. 
Equation (3-4) says that tomorrow' s price is expected to be equal to today' s price. This means 
that the information contained in past prices is immediately and perpetually reflected in the stock' s 
9) A stochastic process P， is a submartingale with respect to a sequence of information setφ， if P， has the property 
E( p，.1φ， ) ~ P，. or equivalently. E ( P，. ，-P， Iφ， ) ~ O. See Fama (1970). p. 386 
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current prices; in other words， the stock's past price history P'-l' P，-Z， P'-3' .. is erased. Hence， 
past historical prices provide no clues about future prices that allow an investor to earn excess 
returns by using active trading rules based on historical prices. Or equivalently， 
(3る) E(Pt+1-ptlp"pt-l ・p，-z，…)= 0 
Equation (3-5) says that the stock' s expected price change is zero when conditioned on the stock' s 
price history. This is referred to as a fair game.!O) 
Hence， weak form market efficiency can be proved by finding randomness of share prices 
(based on the martingale model) and by measuring the profits that can be made by trading on 
that information (based on the fair game model). 
3.2. Properties of Stationary Process 
At any time series data can be thought of as having been generated by a stochastic (or random) 
process， and a concrete set of data can be regarded as a particular realization of the underlying 
stochastic process. The issue of whether the underlying stochastic process generating the time 
series can be assumed to be invariant with respect to time is crucial to develop models for time 
series to forecast Empirical work based on time series data assumes that the underlying time 
series is stationary， since， ifthe stochastic process is stationary (iム constantin time)， then the 
process can be modeled by using an equation with fixed coe妊icientswhich is estimated from past 
data. By contrast. if the stochastic process is nonstationary (i.e.， changes over time)， itwil often be 
difficult to model the time series. However， some nonstationary processes can be often 
transformed into stationary or approximately stationary processes. 
Now we define formally what is meant by stationarity. A time series is said to be stationary if 
its mean， varianc巴 andcovariance are constant through time. More precisely， the time series P， is 
weakly (covariance) stationary if the following three characteristics hold: 1) 










2 the variance is constant through time， var ( P， ) = E [ Pt μJ2 =σ2 for al t 
3 the covariance depends only upon the number of periods 
between two values， cov ( P"Pt -k ) = E [ ( Ptμ) (P'-k一μ)J=Yk，k宇 0， for al t 
that is， the covariance depends only upon the time-shift k and not on t . 
10) For this reason. a fair game is caled martingale diferences. Se LeRoy (1989). p. 1589 















Figure 2 White noise 
21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 250 
Obsεrvatlons 
The simplest example of stationary series is white noise， which is given by 
(3-6) P， =E， where E ， ~ IID ( 0 ，σ2 ) 
That is， the time series P， is a set of independently and identically distributed random variables 
with zero mean，σ2 variance and covariance of zero: cov ( P" P'-k ) = O. A white noise process 
derived from an artificial series of 250 observations simulated by Micrゆtis depicted in Figure 2 
The observations seem to be randomly distributed around zero mean; a positive or negative 
observation follows with equal probability in the series. 
3ふ RandomWalk Models 
The random walk hypothesis implies that a stock price movement in the past is unrelated to its 
price changes in the future. Since unanticipated economic information arrives randomly， changes 
in stock prices will be random variables. This feature is referred to as the random walk 
hypothesis. 
To make sure what we mean by “random walk"， we consider the following coin toss game.12J 
12) Brealey and Myers (2ωo守 p.356) explain the meaning of randomness on stock price movements by using the 
example of a co;n tos game. 
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Suppose that we are given $100 to play a game. When a coin is tossed at the end of each week， if
it comes up heads， we win 3 percent of our investment of $100; if it is tails， we lose 2.5 percent. 
Therefore， our funds at the end of the first week are either $103.00 or $97.50. At the end of the 
second week the coin is tossed again. The possible outcomes are as follows: 







This process is a random walk since successive changes in value are independent. When stock 
prices are said to follow a random walk， its implication is that the price changes are as 
independent of one another as the gains and losses in our game. 
A Random Walk Process 
The random walk model is a theory in which the movement of share prices (a time series) is 
presented as a particular realization of a stochastic process. To see the anatomy of the random 
walk hypothesis， consider the following simple model: 
(3-7) Pt =Pt-t + Et in which Et ~ IID (0，σ2 ) 
where E t is the random error term， which is independently and identically distributed with mean 
o and variance σ2， and the initial value of P at time t = 0， Po is fixed.13) An artificial series of 
random walk (Chart A) and the TOPIX (Chart B) over the period from January 4， 1995 until 
October 27， 1999 (252 weekly observations) are illustrated in Figure 3. Equation (3-7) shows that the 
current value of a stock price is the sum of the previous value and a purely random εlement; in 
other words， randomness of the price behavior of a stock is indicated as today's price (Pt) equaling 
yesterday' s price (Pt -1)plus a random shock (E t). The random walk is nonstationary since the 
variance of Pt is not constant but changes with t.14) 
13) The random walk may be viewed as a special case of the (Markov) first-order autoregressive model. denoted as 
AR (1) process in which s = 1 
P，=sP，- +E， where IsI<1 and E，-[ID(u.σ')， 
where P， is the time series. The AR (1) process is a stationary time series 













Chart A Random walk 
21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 250 
Observations 
Chart B TOPIX [Jan 4，1995 -Oct 27， 1999J 
1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 250 
Observations 
(Source) Primark Datastream. 
Suppose that we use the above random walk model for forecasting purpose at time t.15) 
(3-8) P， + 1 = P， + e， + I
The forecast is given by 
(3-9) P'+lニ E(P，+l) = E (p'+ll P"P'-l'…) 
=E(P，+e'+I)ニ E(P，)+E(e'+I)
=P，二円
15) See Pindyck and Rubinfeld (198). pp. 490-492 
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t t+1 t+2 
(Source] Pindyck and Rubinfeld (198). p. 491 
The forecast two periods ahead is 
(3-10) Pt+2=E(Pt+z)=E(Pr+2!Pt，Pt-j"") 
= E (Pt + j + E t +2) = E (Pt十 Et+j+Et+2)
= Pt = Po. 
Similarly， the forecast l periods ahead is also Pt and/or Po. Although the forecasts will be the same 
no matter how large l is， the variance of the forecast error will grow as l becomes larger since the 
error variance is lσ2. This is depicted in Figure 4. Note that the mean forecast value remains the 
same at level Pt， or equivalently， Po al throughout the future， but the confidence intervals around 
the mean value rεpresented by one standard deviation in the forecast error increases continuously 
because of the increasing variance lσ2 over time. 
A Random Walk with Drift Process 
The simplest version of the random walk model of equation (3-7) can be modified to a random 
walk with drift. in which the time series of Pt is given with a fixed increment.μ. 
(3-11) Pt二 μ+Pt一j+ E t in which E t -IID ( 0，σ2 ) 
whereμis the expected price change or drift.16) An artificial series of random walk with drift 
(Chart A) and the S & P 500 (Chart B) of 252 weekly observations from January 4， 1995 until 
16) The random walk with drift may be viewed as an autoregressive model with an Intercept and a coeficeint of one 
on the lagged variable 
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October 27， 1999 are plotted in Figure 5. Equation (3-11) presents that the current value of a stock 
price is the sum of a fixed incrementμ， the previous value and a purely random element. The 
random walk with drift is nonstationary since the mean is not constant but changes with t， and 
the variance also changes with t.Jil The process of the previous coin toss game is a random walk 
with a positive drift of 0.25 percent per week. The drift is calculated by the expected outcome: 
1/2 (3)+ 1/2 (-2.5)ニ 0.25.
The random walk with drift whose口leanand variance are time-dependent is said to follow a 
stochastic trend. Ifμis positive， the mean value of P wil increase continuously over time， while，正
Figure 5 









1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 250 
Observations 







1 2'1 41 (U 81 101 121 141 Hi1 1in 201 221 241 '250 
Observations 
(Source) Primark Datastream. 
17) See Appendix 
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μis negative. the mean value of P wiI1 decrease continuously. In either case. the variance of P 
181 mcreases over tlme. 
In the case of the random walk with drift for forecasting purposes. the one-period forecast is 
given by 
P'+l =E(P， 十 l)=E(P，什 JIp，. Pt-!.…) (3-12) 
ニ E(μ+P，+E'+J)=E(μ)+E(P，)+E(E'+J)=μ+E(P，)
二 μ+tμ+ Po = ( 1 + t)μ+ Po. 
and the l-period forecast is 
P'+l = E(P，+I) = E(p，+lp"P'-l" ・.) (3-l3) 
士 E(μ+P'+lーj+E'+I)=E(μ)+E(P，+I-l)+E(E，+I)
=μ+ ( t + 1一1)μ + Po・
= ( t + 1)μ+ Po・
Therefore. the forecasts increase linearly with 1 . The variance of the forecast error will grow as 






































































































I t " t t+l t+2 
(Source) Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1998). p. 492 
18) The random walk is often compared to a drunkard' s walk. The drunkard tends to walk with a random distance ε1 
at time t from the central straight line. and if he or she continues to walk. he or she wil eventually drift farther and 
farther away from the central straight line. See Gujarati (199). p. 461. 
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Loaarithmic Version of Random Walk Models 
Probably there are very few of the stationary time series in practice. However. many of the 
nonstationary time series that arise in economic and financial data have the desirable property 
that if they are di妊'erentiatedone or more times. the resulting series wil be stationary. Such a 
nonstationary series is called a homogeneous nonstationary (or integrated) series. If the original 
series must be differenced a minimum of x times to generate a stationary series， then it is said to 
be integrated of order x， denoted by I(x). 
The random walk models are such first-order integrated series: 1(1).19) If we want to use time-
series stock prices data to forecast their future prices. we have to construct a model for the五rst-
differenced series since the underlying time series in empirical research must be stationary. 
Therefore， before testing of the statistical behavior of stock returns over time， we must convert 
the random walk models discussed previously to their logarithmic versions，zO) 
When we express the rate of return. a return-horizon of one year is usually assumed implicitly. 
For example， a return of 10% is generally taken to mean an annual return of 10%. Moreover， in 
making decisions of investment， multiyear returns are often annualized in order to compare 
different horizons of investment. 
As shown in (2-1). the simple net return， R， onthe stock between dates t-1 and t isde五nedas 
(2-1) R，=主一一l
Pr-l 
The stock' s gross return over the most recent k periods from date t -k to date t. written 
1 + R， (k)， isequal to the product of the k single-period returns form t -k + 1 to t: 
(3-14) l+Rt(k)三 (l+Rt)(l+Rt_l)'" (l+Rt_k+l) 
pr Pr-l Pr-2 Pr-k+l _ pr 
Pr-l Pr-2 Pr-3 Pr-k Pr-k 
Hence， the stock's net return over the most recent k periods， R，(k) is simply equal to its k-period 
gross return minus one. These multiperiod relurns are called compound returns. 
19) Se Appendix. 
20) Se Campbell. Lo and MacKinlay (197). p.9・11.32 
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The difficulty of manipulating this multiplicative process of compound returns in modeling stock 
returns can be avoided by using a logarithmic function. The gross return， 1 + R， on the stock 
between dates t -1 and t is:
(3-15) l+R，=J.L 
~-I 
The naturallogarithm of its gross return， r， is given by 
(3-16) ド円内10均叫O噌g
wherep，三 logP， and r， is called the stock' s continuously compound return or log return. Thus， the 
stock's continuously compound return is expressed as the first-difference ofp，. 
The advantages of using continuously compounded returns become apparent when we consider 
multiperiod returns since a multiplicative operation is converted to an additive operation by taking 
logarithms. 
(3-17) η( k ) = log [1 + R， ( k) ]二 log[(1 + R，)・(1+ R，-I)…( 1 + R'-k+1 )J 
= log ( 1 + R， ) +log ( 1 + R '-1 ) +…+ log (1 + R，-k+l) 
= r， + r'-1 +・ +r，-k+l 
The continuously compounded multiperiod return is simply the sum of continuously compounded 
single-period returns. Moreover， this simplification is far easier for deriving the time-series 
properties of additive processes than of multiplicative process， as we shall examine the statistical 
behavior of stock returns. 
Now， the random walk and random walk with drift models formulated in equations (3-7) and (3-
1) are converted to their logarithmic versions. 
(3-18) p， =p!-l + E" 
(3-19) p， =μ+ P'-1 + E" 
E， ~ IID (0，σ2 ) 
E， ~ IID (0，σ2 ) 
where p，三 logP，. According to equation (3-16)， the first differences of the logarithmic versions of 
random walk and random walk with drift represent the stock's continuously compound return: 
(3-20) Ll P 1 = p， -p， -1 = r，二 E，
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(3-21) L1p， =p， -p，ー1= r， =μ+ E， 
Both equation (3-20) and (3-21) imply that investment returns (continuously compounded returns) 
are serially independent and their probability distributions are constant through time. This is a 
formal statement of the random walk models. Moreover. the series of stock returns is stationary 
since it is the first differences of the logarithmic versions of random walk models.21) As a result. 
the time series data of stock returns can be modeled by using an equation with fixed coe伍cients
estimated from past data. 
3.4. Testing for Random Walks: the Unit Root Tests22) 
In practice， itis di伍cultto distinguish whether a time series data of stock prices was generated 
by a random walk with trend or without trend. and whether it was generated by a random walk 
with dr江tor a trend stationary series. 
A trend stationary series is a time series that has two elements: stationary fluctuations and a 
linear trend. The trend stationary series is given by the form: 
(3-22) P，二 μ+yt+ε1・ E， ~ IID (0.σ2 ) 
Thεtrend stationary series derived from an artificial series of 250 observations simulated by 
Mたrojitis depicted in Figure 7. The trend stationary series is nonstationary because its mean 
changes with time. 
(3-23) E ( P， ) = E (μ+ yt + E，) 
since E (ε，) = O. 
=μ + yt + E (E，) 
=μ + yt 
Both the random walk with drift and the trend stationary series are dominated by linear trends; 
however， the random walk with drift follows the stochastic trend. while the trend stationary series 
fluctuates about the deterministic trend. In practice. it is di伍cultto distinguish the random walk 
with drift and the trend stationary series by their graphs (Figure 8). The unit root tests of 
stationarity can be used to test the problems of whether the historical stock price movements 
21) See Appendix 
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Figure 7 Trend stationary 
21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 250 
Observations 
Figure 8 Random walk with drift and trend stationary 
ノTS
IRWD 
1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 '250 
Observations 
follow random walk or not in nontrended series. and whether they follow the random walk with 
drift or the trend stationary in trended series， Therefore. the unit root tests are designed to reveal 
whethεr P， is di狂erenc巴stationary，
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There are two typεs of time series data: the series with trend and without trend. The 
procedures of the unit root tests are as follows. We begin with the ‘with trend' test. At first， we 
consider the logarithmic version of trend stationary series: 
(3-24) P[ =μ+ yt + E[ 
where P[ = log P[ and the disturbance term，ε[ is assumed to have evolved according to 
(3-25) E[ =ゆE[_I+ U[ 
Ifゆ=l， p， becomεs a random walk with drift.23) 
To prove this， we re-arrange the model following three steps. First， by multiplying both sides of 
equation (3-24) by o and lagging one period we obtain 
(3・26) op[ー1=ゆμ+ゆy(t一1)+OE[-I =ゆμ一ゆy+ゆyt+ OE'-I 
Second， subtracting equation (3-26) from (3-24) gives 
(3-27) P[ーゆP[ー -μ-oμ+oy+ yt一世yt+ E[ーゆE[_1 
P[ μ ゆμ+o y + yt -o y t +ゆP[_1 + E[ ゆE[ーI
Third， subtracting P[ー1from both sides of equation (3-27) gives 
(3-28) P[ -p， _1 =μ( 1 ゆ)+Oy+y(l-O)t+(ゆ-l)p[_I+ε[-OE[-1 
(3-29) !1p[ = m + st +αP[_I + U， 
where m =μ(l-O )+ゆY
s = y( 1-O) 
α ニ (O-1)， and 
U[ =E[-OE'-I 
Equation (3-29) represents the general model on which the unit root tests are based. 
If o = 1， then m = y， s = 0 and α= 0 . The general model reduces to 
(3-30) !1 P [ = Y + U [ ， 
(3-31) P[ = y+ P[ -1 + U， 
23) The distinction between the trend stationary and the random waJk with drift depends on whetherゆisunity. hence 
the tests are caled the unit rot tests. 
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which is a random walk with drift. 
By using the general model of equation (3・29)，the null and alternative hypotheses can be 
specified as 
Ho:ゆ=1 or， equivalently，α= 0， that is， p， is a random walk with drift and thereforε，1(1); 
H] :ゆく 10r，巴quivalently，α<0， that is， p， is trend stationary， 1(0). 
Under the null hypothesis that <t = 1， the conventionally computed l statistic on p， _] is known as 
the τ(tau) statistic. 
The tau test is called the Dickey-Fuller (DF) test. If the calculated value of the test statistic is 
greater than the critical value， then the null hypothesis is not rejected， that is， the series is a 
random walk with drift. On the other hand， itis less than the critical value， then the null 
hypothesis is rejected， and the series is trend stationary. 
Next. we consider the 'without trend' test. Equation (3・24)is modified by the absence of a trend， 
y= 0 and we have 
(3-32) p， =μ+ C， 
(3-25) c， =ゆc，_]+ u， 
Ifゆニ1.p， becomes a random walk. The procedur巴 issame as the previous 'with trend' test. 
First. by multiplying both sides of equation (3-32) byゆandlagging one period we obtain 
(3-33) ゆp，-]=ゆμ+<tc，-] 
Second， subtracting equation (3-33) from (3-32) gives 
(3-34) p， ゆp，-]二二 μ ゅμ+εfーゆc，_] 
p， =μ ゆμ+ゆP'-l+c，-<tC'-l 
Third， subtracting p， _1 from both sides of equation (3-34) gives 
(3-35) p，-p， _] =μ (1-<t)+(ゆ一 1)p'_I+f，ゆε，-] 
(3-36) !1p， = m +αP'-l + U， 
where m μ( 1 -<t) 
α=  (ゆ 1)， and 
U， = c，-<tc，-] 
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Equation (3-36) represents the general model on which the unit root tests are based. 
If it = 1， then m 二 oand α= 0 . The general model reduces to 
(3-37) t1 p， = U， 
(3-38) p， = p， -1 + u， 
which is a random walk. The nul and alternative hypotheses can be specified as 
Ho:ゆ=1 or， equivalently，α= 0， that is，p， is a random walk and therefore， /(1); 
H1: itく 1or， equivalently，α< 0， that is， p， is stationary， /(0). 
If the calculated value of the test statistic is les than the critical value from the Dickey-Fuller (no 
trend) distribution， then the nul hypothesis thatp is /(1) is rejected. 
These tests assume that the disturbance term， u， is not autocorrelated. In order to allow for the 
autocorrelation of u" the general models of equations (3-29) and (3-37) can be modified by including 
lagged t1p terms for the augumented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests， which are given by:ω 
(3-39) t1p，二 r，二 m + st +αP'-I +δIt1P，-I+δzt1p，-z+…+δ"t1p， _" + u" and 
(3-40) t1p，二 γf二 m+αP'-I+δ1 t1p，一1+δZt1Pt-2+…+Dnt1Pt-n + u， 
where， for example， t1p，ー1= (p，ー1-p， -z ) ， t1P t -Z = (p， -2 -P t -3 ) ， etc. 
Consequently， even under the null hypotheses， that is， the series are a random walk with drift 
and a random walk， the increments of p， may be predictable. Therefore， tests of unit root are 
clearly not intended to detect predictability， although they are often confused with tests of the 
random walk hypothesis. The unit root tests are aimed to distinguish whether Pt is difference-
stationary or trend-stationary resting on whether it is unity.251 
4. Empirical Tests for the weak-form EMH 
The weak-form EMH has been examined by searching for a non-random pattern in stock 
prices. If the future change in price is related to recent changes， historical price movements 
could be used to earn abnormal returns. There are two main groups of tests of the weak-form 
EMH. The first group contains statistical tests of independence between successive rates of 
24) See Gujarati (1995). p. 720 
25) See Campbell. Lo and MacKinlay (1997). pp. 64-65. 
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return; these tests examine the random nature of the movement of stock prices. The second 
group involves tests of whether complex patterns exist that allow making excess profits by using 
trading rules. 
4.1. Correlation Tests 
The random walk models， which impose the strongest conditions for tests of a weakly efficient 
mark巴t.assume that successive returns are independent and identically distributed. Correlation 
tests and the runs tests are two major kinds of statistical tests that have been used to examine 
this independence 
First. one of the most direct tests of the random walk for a time series is to check for serial 
correlation， which is defined as correlation between two observations of the same series at 
different dates. Correlation tests are tests of a linear relationship between today' s returns and past 
returns. If the series of stock returns represented by the general models including lagged .1p 
terms (equations (3-39) and (3-40) is stationary， we can estimate the relationship betw配 ntoday's 
returns and past returns as a linear regression. 
Fama (1965) regressed daily returns on lagged daily returns in the period of 1956 to 1962， as in 
the following form: 26) 
(4-1) r， =m + δIr， -1 + δ2r， -2+・・・+δIrt-n+Ut 
where n is computed from 1 to 30 days and their results are shown for η=  1.2， .， 10 . The term 
m measures the expected return， unrelated to the previous return. Since most stocks give a 
positive return (i.e.， submartingale condition)， m should be positive. The termδmeasures the 
relationship between the previous return and today's return. All the sample serial correlation 
coe伍cients，0 are extremely small in absolute value， which suggests that dependence of successive 
stock returns is quite small and thus， stock prices fluctuate randomly. 
In addition， tests of serial correlation are often based on the autocorrelation coefficient. The 
autocorrelation coefficient is a statistic for determining the amount of serial dependence， which 
tels us how much correlation there is between the current price of a stock and the price of same 
26) (3・40) Llp， ="， = m +日p，_ + 8，Llp，_ +δ:_!t1PI-2 +ー +δ UL1PI_II+U/
When the series of stock returns is stationary，日ニ O.then 
1'， = m +δ1 L1PI -] +δZL1Pr -2 + .. + OIlL1Pr_1I + U， 
γ'{ = m + d1rl-1 + 821"1-2 +… +δ111'{ -1/ + U I 
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stock over a later period. The autocorrelation with lag k is given by 27) 
(4-2) 
Pk= ∞v (Pl' PI+k)=cov (Pl' P'I+k) _与
κ)var (pt )川Pt+k) (j f>t. (j f>t+k YO 
This is essentially the ratio of th巴 covariancewith lag k to the variance. When lag k is 0， 
(4-3) ρ。-YO = 1 
YO 
The autocorrelation coefficient， Pk which lies between -1 and + 1， measures a relationship 
between successive price changes. A positive value of Pk indicates a tendency toward continuation. 
That is， a higher-than‘average return today is likely to be followed by higher-than-average returns 
in the future， while a lower-than-average return today is likely to be followed by lower-than-
average returns in the future. Conversely， a negative value of ρ'k indicates a tendency toward 
reversal. A higher-than-average return today is likely to be followed by lower-than-average 
returns in the future. If the autocorrelation coefficient shows significantly positive or negative 
values， the market is said to be inefficient since returns today can be used to predict future returns. 
Near zero autocorrelation coe伍cientswould be consistent with the random walk hypothesis， that 
is， weak-form e伍Clency.
Many authors examined autocorrelation coe百icientsfor stock markets in major industrial 
countries. In fact， the coe百icientsare so small so the results are generally considered to be 
consistent with weak-form efficiency. 
4.2. Runs Test 
Another common test for randomness is the runs test28) A run is defined as a sequence of 
price changes of the same sign. For stock prices there are three different possible types of price 
changes: a plus (+)， a minus (一)and zero (0)， and thus there are three different types of runs. The 
runs test tabulates the number of runs and compares against its sampling distribution under the 
random walk hypothesis. 
For example， a hypothetical series of stock prices is given in Figure 9. To explain this test， let us 
27) See Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1998). p. 495. 
28) The runs test is nonparametric test. The word 'nonparametric' means that no assumption is made about the 
distribution from which the observations were drawn. See Newbold (995). p. 68. 
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Figure 9 Runs test and filter rules 
s Buy & sel at a 20% filt巴r
20 
7 runs in 14 trading days_ム












15 20 25 30 
note the signs during 14 trading days. 
(一)(++++) (一)(+++) (-) (0) (++) 
In this sequence there are 7 runs: a run of 1 minus， a run of 4 pluses， a run of 2 minuses， a run of 
3 pluses， a run of 1 minus， a run of 1 zero， and a run of 2 pluses. The test of randomness of these 
runs can be carried out by comparing the number of runs above to the number in a table of 
expected values for the number of runs that should occur in a random series. 
Fama (1965) examined runs for stock returns (daily， four-day， nine-day and sixteen-day) of the 
thirty stocks of the Dow-Jones Industrial Average from 1956 to 1962. On average， for one day 
intervals， 759.8 runs were expected and 735.1 runs were actually obtained. This means that there 
were fewer runs than were expected， which is evidence of a small positive relationship between 
successive returns. However， the results for longer intervals were very striking. The actual 
number of runs in each case was almost exactly equal to the expected number: for four-day 
intervals， actual runs were 175.7 and expected runs were 175.8， for nine-day intervals actual 74.6 
runs and expected 75.3 runs， and for sixteen-day intervals actual 41.6 runs and expected 41.7.29) 
29) Se Table 12 in Fama (1965)， p. 75 
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Therefore. there is litle evidence of any large variation in short-term price changes. 
Recently. the theory of runs has been generalized to non-IID sequences by the analysis of 
Markov chains.30l McQueen and Thorley (1991) found that annual real and excess continually 
compounded returns exhibit significant nonrandom walk behavior. That is. low returns tend to 
follow runs of high returns. and conversely. high returns tend to follow runs of low returns in the 
postwar period of 1947 to 1987. The result means negative serial dependence in postwar annual 
returns. By contrast. this analysis also supported the result of the positive serial dependence in 
weekly nominal returns found by Lo and MacKinlay (1988) using variance ratio tests in the period 
of 1962 to 1987. That is. below average weekly returns often follow below averagεreturn. and vice 
versa. However. the random walk hypothesis cannot be rejected using the recent sample (iι 
April 1975 to December 1987) of weekly value-weighted returns in McQueen and Thorley (1991). 
4.3. Filter Rule 
The most popular test of a technical trading rule is a K % filter rule. which is a timing strategy. 
A filter rule is a rule for buying or selling a stock depending on past price movements: buy the 
stock when it rises by K % from the previous low and hold it until it drops by K % from the 
subsequent high. At this point. sel the stock short and hold cash. Filter rules are a timing 
strategy. 
For example. investors are supposed to use 10 % and 20 % filter rules. The investors would 
behave as follows under the hypothesized price movements between $18 and $50 depicted in 
Figure 9. The investor using a 10 % filter would trade three times. First. they would buy the stock 
at $ 22 after a 10 % increase of the stock price from $ 20 to $22 and sel it at 25.2 after a 10 % drop 
of its price form $28 to $25.2 Next. they would buy the stock at $ 33.0 and sel at $36 and finaly. 
buy it at $ 44.8 and sel at $45.0. On the other hand. the investors using a 20%五lterwould trade 
only one time: buy the stock at $33.0 after more than 20% incrεase of its price from $27.0 to $33.0 
and sel it at $39.2 
The results of these hypothesized price movements indicate that a small filter would yield 
profits than a large五lterwithout taking account of trading commissions. However. a small filter 
generates numerous trades and therefore. substantial trading costs must be deducted from the 
profits. Fama and Blume (1966). which is the most extensive test of filter rules. concluded that. if 
30) Campbell. Lo and MacKinlay (1997). p. 41 
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the costs of operating different versions of the filter rulεare taken into account， even the floor 
trader whose trading costs are minimum in the markets could not make profits. 
4.4. Anomalies 
As discussed above， the early empirical studies using tests such as serial correlation， runs tests 
and filter tests found results which supported the view that the stock markets in major industrial 
countries were weak-form efficient. However， recent empirical studies using powerful statistical 
techniques found that stock price changes are not always random， but on occasions they can be 
predictable. 
With regard to the weak form EMH there are temporal anomalies: the weekend effect and the 
January effect. These e妊'ectsshow some disturbing seasonal patterns in stock prices. ThεJanuary 
effect is a seasonal pattern that stock returns are abnormally higher during the first few weeks of 
January， in particular， for small firms. This effect is explained as the result of behaviors for 
reducing their income tax. The weekend effect is a seasonal pattern that stock prices tend to rise 
al week long to a peak on Fridays. Though these two effects are evident from empirical studies， it
is impossible to conclude that the weak form EMH is completely rejected because they could not 
prove any profitable arbitrage opportunities after paying transaction costs. 
For example， Jagadeesh (1990) reported new empirical evidence of predictability of individual 
stock returns. That is， the monthly returns on individual stocks exhibit significantly negative first-
order serial correlation and significantly positive higher-order serial correlation (at longer lags); in 
particular， twelve-month serial correlation is strong， which implies seasonality. These results reject 
the hypothesis that stock prices follow random walks. However， Jagadeesh (1990， p. 897.) also 
commented: 'predictability of stock returns can be attributed either to market inefficiency or to 
systematic changes in expected stock returns. The mod巴lsof time-varying expected returns 
considered here were not able to satisfactorily explain the empirical regularity' 
There are many different types of empirical studies reporting the predictability of stock prices 
and conflicting with weak-form market efficiency.3lI Some of them bear more directly on the 
assumptions of rationality and rational expectations underlying market efficiency. 
31) Here. we do口otdiscus the problems of long-horizon returns. 
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5. Concluding Remarks 
We have considered market e伍ciencyin stock markets on the basis of the EMH. The ability of 
the market that transmits available information quickly and reliably through prices is referred to 
as informational or pricing efficiency. Therefore. stock prices play a crucial role as signals 
conveying information. 
The discussion of this article is limited to the weak-form EMH. The weak-form EMH implies 
that 
( i) stock prices react instantly to unanticipated information. 
( i) stock prices wil follow a random walk. and 
(ii) stock prices wil reflect true fundamental value such that technical analysis wil not 
make abnormal profits. 
To examine weak-form efficiency.五rstly.fair game and martingale models were introduced 
for testing the random walk hypothesis. then. the random walk models were formulated. 
Next. empirical methodological issues of detecting whεther the markets are weak-form 
efficient were presented. 
It might be possible to conclude that the early empirical studies lead to results which supported 
the view that the major stock markets of the world were weak-form e伍cient.The weak-form 
EMH has been examined by searching for a non-random pattern in share prices. Tests used in the 
weak-from EMH are serial correlation. runs test and futer rules. However. recent empirical studies 
using powerful statistical techniques report that price changes are not always random but on 
occasions correlated. and therefore price levels can be forecast occasionally_32) 
However. we have to bear in mind that market e伍ciencymust be tested jointly with some 
particular model of market equilibrium. This point says that. if we find anomalous evidence on 
market efficiency. we can' t easily conclude that the market would be ine伍cientbecause the 
evidence might stem from using an inadequate model of market equilibrium. This is called the 
joint-hypothesis problem in the sense that in examining the EMH. we are in fact jointly testing 
two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that in efficient marl王etsshare prices eq ual their 
equilibrium (or intrinsic) values. and the second hypothesis is that the selected model in 
quanti九Tingintrinsic value is the appropriate model. 
32) See Samuels， Wilkes and Brayshaw (1999)， p. 191. and Campbell， Lo and MacKinlay (1997)， p. 80 
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Moreover， the dεvelopment of information technology has improved drastically the way of 
getting information and trading shares by individual market participants. As a result， individual 
investors such as dayゅtraderscan easily enter stock markets directly. They might be viewed as an 
opposite type of informed investors， and their behavior might be not rational and not risk averse， 
which is assumed in modern portfolio theories. And besides， as a consequence of financial 
globalization， the changes caused in the stock market in any country have been easy to transmit 
to other markets beyond boundaries. These circumstances also strengthen the contagion effects 
than before and affect excess volatility of stock prices. 
Regardless of the validity of the EMH to actual stock markets， the hypothesis has great 
importance in considering market efficiency as a useful benchmark for estimating relative market 
efficiency. The idea of relative efficiency that comparεs the efficiency of one market to another 
market may be more important than the concept of absolute efficiency. As a final thought， it must 
be said that there is no doubt that modern stock markets are fast. accurate and impartial 
processors of information. 
企QQ.盟盛x
At first. the random walk model is given by: 
(1) P， =P，ーI+E， inwhich E ， ~IID(O ， σ2 ) 
To see whether a random walk is stationary or nonstationary， we express P， in terms of E， .31 
With initial value PO， the series evolves as 
P。
Pj = Po +εi 
P2 = Pj + E 2 = Po + E j + E 2 
円=P2 + E3 =凡+Ej+EZ+E3
(2) ・.R=時+エE;
The mean of the series is: 
33) The time series. P， is weakly stationary if its mean. variance. and covariance are constant through time. If at least 
one of this thre properties is not hold then time series. P， is nonstationary. See Gujarati (1995). p. 713. 
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(3) E(再)叩+E(~Ei)=叫宇(E;
which is constant since E ( E i ) = 0 for al i. 
The variance of the series is: 
4) 吋)=ヤ




or. since the E， is independently distributed. 
var ( P， ) = var ( E 1) + var ( E 2 ) +…+ var (E，) 
(5) :. var (P， ) =tσ2 
Thus. a random walk is nonstationary since the variance of P， is not constant but changes with t. 
But notice an interesting feature of the random walk model given in equation (1): subtracting 
P， -1 from both sides gives 
P，=P'-I+E， 
P， -P，ー1= E， 
(6) !J.P， = E， 
where !J. is the五rstdifference operator.34) Since E ( !J.P， ) = E ( E， ) = 0 and var ( !J. P， ) = var ( E， ) 
=σ2. the first difference of a random walk is stationary. 
Next. the random walk with drift model is given by: 
34) E， is whitεnoise and stationary 
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(7) P， =μ+P，_]+C， inwhich c ， ~IID(O ， σ2 ) 
To see whether the random walk with drift is stationary or nonstationary， we find the mean and 
variance for P，・Withinitial value PO， the series evo[ves as 
P。
P]=μ+ Po + C] 
P2=μ+ P] + c2 =μ+μ + Po + c] + c2 
P3=μ+1も+c3 =μ+μ+μ+1九十 C]+CZ+C3
(8) :. ~ =加弓+エCi
since ヱCi=0 
The mean of the series is: 
川町村山(川区=日








































































Thus， the random walk with drift is nonstationary since the mean is not constant but changes 
with t， and the variance also changes with t. 
Then， by subtracting P， _] from both sides of equation (7)， we obtain 
(l) P， -P， _] =μ+ C， 
(12) L1 P， =μ+ C， 
Since E ( L1P， )ニ E(μ)+E(c，) =μand var ( L1P， ) = var (μ)+ var (c，) =μ+σ2， the五rst
difference of the random wa[k with drift is also stationary. 
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